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and was left a widow soon after.
She
4 Edward, I am so glad you are come? |
A Buried City.-Nhe captain of an Amer
American Dague.rroscope.—We are hap
has need of more discretion than she has
Her manner was so frank and affec ican vessel, named Ray, has lately discover py to hear that experimental philosophers
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
now, or ever will have?
tionate, it relieved him from the agitation ed on the coast of Peru, in the environs of on this side of the water have not been whol
JAMES K. REMICH.
4 I should like to see this gay young he felt in addressing her. Perhaps he felt Fruscillo, an ancient buried city of consider ly behind those of France and England, as
Ofljce on the M^in-street-opposite the Meeting-House.. widow,’ said Edward musingly, the vision a disappointment in meeting her childish
able extent.
Following the course ofsome regards the subject of photogenic drawing.
TERMS OP THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
of a pair of heavenly blue eyes that he had expressions of pleasure) instead of the deep excavations he had made, he found the walls It will be seen from the following article
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— seen stealing softly before him,4 but it is not silence of joy, for it is certain the romance
of the edifice still standing, and many of from the Cincinnati Republican, that there
Interest will he charged on all suhscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No likely that we shall become acquainted, for of his feelings considerably subsided, and he them in a complete state of preservation. is a successful American competitor with M.
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub my mother and sister live very retired, and uttered some common place savings, in He inters from the number and extent of Daguerre and Mr. Fox Talbot
lisher, until all arrearages are paid
when I am at home I devote myself to stead of the high wrought sentiments in them, that the population of the city could
Sunshine not Moonshine.—Some experi
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
which he had been indulging.
He had not have been less than three thousand ments on the subject of photogenic drawing
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount them?
charged for its insertion.
It was surprising in what confidential never told Fanny in so many wards that souls.
Great numbers of skeletons and have been made by Professor Locke of the
terms he was address), g his new acquaint he loved her, but they had lived in the al mummies, in a perfect state of preservation, Medical College of Ohio, and with entire
MISCELLANEOUS
ance, and how entirely he forgot to ask most daily interchange of offices prompt were found among the private and sacred success. He prepared paper chemically
her name and residence, though he had so ed by affection,
affection.
In ab? oce be bad edifices, and a great number of domestic u- for this purpose, and placed it under some
THE MOB CAP :
freely imparted his own.
blended her image with
men' us v tensils, articles of furniture, coins and curi astronomical diagrams, which were then exOR MY GRANDMOTHER’S TRUNK.
As the morning air came chill and dewy of the past and every Hpe*
ous antiquities. The earthquake by which pt> -1 •».* ¿he sun’s rays. The «ew picture
nV MRS. CAROLINE Liil-j HENTZ.
over the hills, she drew her cloak more and now in her presence, he acknowledged it was engulfed appears to have surprised the was io a few minutes formed
removed,
It was past midnight, and the moon had closely round her, pulled down her hood, that she was fairer and lovelier than even inhabitants like those of Pompeii, in the and a process used by which the figures
The midst of their daily avocations and many of were permanently fixed.
gone down when the stage stopped at Ed and seemed drowsy and silent.— Edward the visions his fancy had drawn.
The specimens
ward Stanley’s lodgings, who was about to was not sorry to be left a while to his own people of the village seeing Fanny again them were found by Capt. Ray, singularly which the Doctor has left in our hands are
They look
visit his village home. The lamps threw a reflections. He thought of the mild eyes the constant companion of Edward and preserved by the exclusion of atmospheric in every respect satisfactory.
strong glare on the pavements, but the inte of his mother, at that very moment, per Clara Stanley, as in former times, ptophe- air in the precise action or employment of as though they had been mosil carefully en
One. graven, The difficulty or mystery connect
rior of the vehicle was in such deep shade, haps, turned towards the window anxious sied a speedy union, though they dwelt, on the moment when overwhelmed.
he could but imperfectly distinguish his fel ly watching his coming, of the more eager the excessive imprudence of the match, as man, standing up as if in the act of escaping, ed with the matter, is to retain the picture
low travellers.
He observed, however, anticipations of his only sister, and more they were both too poor to think of mar- was dressed in a light robe, in the folds of which the light has formed on the paper.
that several young gentleman occupied the than all, he tho’t upon the witching smile rying, and many declared Fanny to be which coins were found which have been This has been overcome, and the curious
nothing better than a piece of" painted sent to the scientific institution at Lima for may satisfy themselves with what success,
front and middle seats, while an old woman, that caught his youthful fancy?
He was roused from his reveries by the wax work, fit only to be looked at and ad investigation. A female was also found, by examining a few small specimens which
muffled in a cloak, sat alone on the back
sitting in a chair before a loom, which con we have left at Mr. Flash’s book store.
one. She turned her head sharply round sudden stopping of the stage, and he found mired.
They were returning one evening, about tained a piece of cotton stuff which she was
as he entered, and the light glimmering un he was to be separated from his ancient
Long hair, Daddies, <^c.-—The Boston
The cotton stuff
der her large hood was brightly reflected friend. Jumping out with as much alacrity sunset, from a walk in the woodlands, in the act of weaving.
from a pair of spectacles of such spacious as if he were in attendance on youth and Fanny was literally covered with garlands, [which is of a gaudy pattern, but very neat Post gives the following as the origin of this
dimensions, that they seemed to cover her beauty, he assisted her as *she descended which Edward and Clara had woven, and ly fabricated] is about eighteen inches in di custom, now adopted by the exquisites of
whole face, or at least all that was visible with slow and difficult steps, and opening with her straw hat swinging in her hand, ameter, and appears to have been only half the southern cities.
“ The latest fashion for gentlemen’s hair,
through the wide plaited border of a mob the gate for her to pass, gave her a cordi and her fair locks unbound, she formed the completed. A great number of antiquities
most picturesque feature of a landscape, and curiosities found in this American Her that of wearing it long over the ears, is said
cap. Edward took the only vacant seat in al and respectful farewell.
‘ I shall not soon forget you, young gen then rich in all the glories of summer. culaneum grave have been sent to the mu to have originated in this way : A young
the stage, at her side, with a respectful bow,
Frenchman went into Egypt trading.
In
which was received with something between tleman? said she, holding out her tremulous They turned aside from the path, for the seum at Lima.
his avarice of money he sometimes over
a hem and a cough, a sound diverting in it hand,4 and if the lime ever comes when 1 trampling of horses’ leet were behind
Sparks, in his Life of Washington, reached his customers, and being detected,
self, and rendered still more so, by jts echo can serve you, you will find the aged can them.
4 Look, brother, look !’ exclaimed Clara, speaking of his intrepidity, says :—“ A was caught and bored through the ear.
from the opposite seat ; for the young gen remember the kindness of youth?
Resuming his seat, his thoughts winged as a lady, in company with two gentlemen, person of lawless habits and reckless char This was so trivial an objection to his mon
tlemen seemed determined to derive all the
amusement possible from their antiquated their way towards the home he was now rode gaily by. She was dressed in green. acter had frequently entered upon the ey-making that he continued his “ yankee
In two or three Her long riding dress swept far below het grounds near Mount Vernon and shot ducks tricks” until his ears were several times
cotnpanion. Edward had a convivial spir rapidly approaching.
he began to distinguish the trees fa feet, and waving feathers of the same color and other game. It was his custom to cross bored, and at length cut entirely off. The
it, but he had too deep a reverence for old Jiours,
’
age ever to make it a subject of mirth. It miliar to his boyhood. A little further, a mingled with the folds of a veil that floated the Potomac in a canoe, and descend the cheat returned to Paris with a considerable
She turned and creeks to some obscure place w here he could sum of money, which being a young man,
was in itself a sufficient guarantee for ven majestic elm, stretched its lordly branches lightly on the breeze.
One day he desired to sport among his friends. But
eration ; even when unaccompanied by over the street, that passed it on either side, looked earnestly al Fanny, who blushing be concealed from observation.
those traits which impart a beauty to the the landmark of his school da}’ pastimes. at her fantastic appearance, drew behind hearing the discharge of a musket, Wash how should he hide the shame of his ears
He bethought
faded brow, and to the hoary head a crown Then a white house glimmered through the Clara, when the veil of the stranger sud ington mounted his horse, and rode in the lopped off for swindling ?
of glory.
The recollection of his own green foliage that overshadowed it,—and a denly loosened, and fluttering fell at Ed direction of the sound. The intruder dis himself of permitting his hair to become
grandmother, too, who had died since his moment more, Edward was iu the arms ward’s leet. Never was a fait er opening covered his approach, and had just lime to long, by which he completely concealed his
absence from home—one of those fine, dig of his mother, with his sister clinging for gallantry. The lady checked her spir gain the canoe and pushit from the shore, deformity ! The fashion was soon after anified relics of the majestic simplicity of old around his neck. An only son and broth ited horse, and bending gracefully forward, when Washington emerged from the dopted in a limited circle in Paris, and is
en time, which remind one so forcibly of the er, returned after twelve months’ absence, received the veil from the hands’of Edward bushes, at a distance of a few yards. now aped by the dandies that tip along our
degeneracy of modern days—gave a tender to beings whose best affections were gar with a smile and a bow that would have The man raised his gun, cocked it, point trottoirs with their toes pinched into a roll.”
ness to his manners, in addressing an aged nered in him, might reasonably call forth i epaid any man for a greater exertion. ed it at him, and took deliberate aim ;
The following short sentence of advice,
A shade Her complexion was dark,, but richly col but, without a moment’s hesitation, he rode
person, which was peculiarly engaging in very warjn and joyous emotions.
the present instance, from the effect of con however passed over Hieir brows, as the ored with the warm hues Ci exercise and into the water, seized tit i prow of the ca by William Penn, should be kept in mind
saddened glance of Edward rested on the health ; and when she smiled, her eyes noe, drew it on land, disarmed his antago by all young persons who are thinking of
trast.
‘ Take care, Grandmother,’said the young easy chair, where he had last beheld that were so brilliantly black, and her teeth so nist, and inflicted on him a chastisement committing matrimony :—“ Never marry
.man opposite, as the stage jolted over a venerable form, with placid brows, crown glitteringly white, that Clara could talk which he never again chose to run the haz but for love, but see thou love what is
lovely. ”
huge stone, ‘ take care of your spectacles. ed with living silver, now laid low in the of nothing else for an hour after she reach- ard of encountering.”
dust—and they all remembered the dead.
ed home—and Edward caught
himself
We shall upset now, depend upon it.’
A Singular Fact.—A British Captain at
A year’s residence in the heart of a city, wondering several times who the lady of
4 No thanks to you if we don’t,’cried she,
For Farmers and Butchers.— Our butch the battle of the Nile was giving an order
would
naturally
produce
some
change
in
the
green
plumes
could
be.
inuttering in the indistinct accents of age.
ers and farmers will be interested in the from the quarter deck of his vessel, when a
4 Yes,’ said he, suddenly, when he saw
Then turning towards Edward she continued a young man, as yet only in the morning
following. A remedy so useful, at a cost’ shot struck him in the head, depriving him
—‘ it is really refreshing to see a well behaved of manhood, and as Clara’s admiring eyes at night light gleaming fiom the windows of so cheap, should be known and practised. instantaneously of sense and speech.
Liv
ran
over
the
face
and
figure
of
her
brother,
the
great
white
house
on
the
hill.
It
must
young gentleman, after enduring the imperti
We see it mentioned in a country newspa ing, however, he was taken home and re
she
blushed
at
her
own
rusticity.
There
be Mrs. Clifton, the dashing widow.”
nence of the dandies hud jackanapes. Never
per, that the losses which farmers and oth mained in the Greenwich hospital fifteen
[To be continued.]
mind, you may laugh now, as fond as you was an indescribable something in his air
ers sometimes suffer from accidents to the months. At the end of that period, during
and
manner,
that
told
he
had
been
in
a
re

please ; but if you live, you will be old your
Amusement and Learning. —-This is the limbs of their cattle, may be avoided by which he had exhibited no signs of intelli
gion different from her own, and a shadow
selves, one of these days.’
gence, an operation was performed upon
age
of Amusements. At a time when men resorting to amputation.
She put her hand into her pocket, which of awe began to steal over the deep love become children and seek for tinsel, and toys,
In the course of last summer (says our him by a skilful surgeon, that in a moment
she
felt
for
him.
Mrs.
Stanley,
whose
seemed unfathomable in depth, and draw
and rare excitements, till novelty in then- authority] Mr. C. had a fine two year restored him to his faculties. He immedi
ing out a snuffbox, after rapping it several chastened and pious thoughts were dwel production has pul invention Io the rack, it old ox, which, from an accident had one of ately rose in bis bed, and completed the or
ling
on
the
inner
man,
rejoiced
that
his
limes, she presented it to Edward, who was
surely is less strange than lamentable, that its legs broken a little above the hough der.
obliged from politeness to take a pinch, heart remained ,inchilled, during his inter children feel themselves licensed to repudi joint, and the bones so much shattered,
and all the passengers petitioning for a sim course with the world, for the fountain of ate every thing which is not decidedly amus that there was only one of two alterna
An Antinomian one day called on the
ilar favor, a sneezing concert commenced, filial tenderness was still full amj gushing ing, as decidedly intolerable.
tives left ; either destroying the animal, or late eccentric Rowland Hill, to bring him
in which the old lady herself acted the most over.
It was not thus in the days of our fathers. resorting to amputation.
As it was not to an account for his too severe and legal
Edward Stanley was poor—that is, he
sonorous part. After the mirth occasioned
They honestly believed, and acted accord fit for the knife, the latter alternative was Gospel. ‘ Do you sir,’ said Rowland,£ hold
by this chorus had subsided, she dropped had only his unborn energies to carry him ingly, that life was given to us to be enjoy certainly the most desirable, although with the Ten Commandments to be a rule of
her box into her pocket, and it sunk, like through the world. He had just completed ed indeed, but that it had duties as well as most people the case would have been con life to Christians ?’ i Certainly not,’ re
a pebble descending into a vault. Edward his studies as a lawyer, having finished his pleasures, and severity of requisition as well sidered so hopeless, that the other would plied thè visitor. The minister rang the
began to enjoy his journey exceedingly : last year with one of the most distinguished as diverting relaxations. They may Iwve be the one adopted.
Mr. C. decided dif bell, and on the servant making his appear
he never felt disposed to sleep in a stage members of the bar, a friend of his late fath erred, by carrying the severe to an excess ; ferently and the result proved that be had ance, he quietly added, ‘ John show this
coach, and the old lady declared herself of er, who though he died poor in one sense —and we, in striving to correct their error, judged wisely.
The resolution was no man the door, and keep your eye on him
the same temperament, though he gallantly of the word, was rich in the good opinions of are steering wide of the golden mean, to sooner taken than acted upon, and the bro until he is beyond the reach of every article
his
fellow
men.
Edward
was
resolved
it
offered his shoulder as a pillow, to the great
the opposite extreme.
ken limb removed by amputation, the an of wearing apparel or other property in
amusement of the others, who were ere should prove a year of probation, and ad
Which of these courses is the wisest, it imal having stood the operation so well, the hall.’
long nodding their heads to and fro, occa hered to his determination not to suffer would require wisdom to decide ; but which as to refuse food for one day only.
We
sionally striking their heads against each even the holiest interest of nature to turn is safest for public order, social happiness, have only to add that the course adopted
Calamities of Genius.—The editor of
The
other, or reclining backwards in more un him aside from his steadfast course.
and intellectual vigor, to say nothing of the so far realized with Mr. C’s expectations, the Painesville Republican discoursed) to
trial
was
past
—
he
was
admitted
to
the
bar
social attitudes. Edward^and his muffled
high requirements of religion, we think can that his ox continued to recover, and fed bis subscribers in the following fashion :
companion fell into the most familiar and -—and now felt privileged to rest and re admit of no doubt from any sober, reflecting so well, that it is now fit for the butcher. “ Who among our subscribers will bring us
agreeable conversation.—She seemed very fresh himself for a while at the well springs mind.
It is thus seen by farmers, that when any of a few bushels of corn—a few bushels of
shrewd and original in her remarks, and of the heart.
The tendencies of the whole system now their cattle meet with an accident, whereby a wheat—a few pounds of butter, a few of
exercised the privilege of age in enquiring
That evening, as he looked abroad, and most popular in the instruction and improve limb is broken, and the bone so much lard, and a cheese or two ?
We are en
his name, the place of his residence, &c. saw the moon sending down such rills of ment of youth, is to relax and strengthen — shattered that recovery from a union of the tirely destitute of all the above articles,
‘ Ah,’ said she, ‘ I knew you had a moth light through the deep shades of the land
to deteriorate rather than benefit their mental parts is hopeless—it is not necessary to and have but a few pounds of flour on
er and sisters—or a sister whom you lov scape, he thought how beautiful Fanny and moral nature. Everything must be done destroy the animal. In the present ease band,—nor have we any money to pay for
ed, 'fromYour kindness to me an old wo Morton had looked, when she stood a year for pleasure, not duly ;—for present gratifi amputation was made at a part so unfa any. Will our subscribers consider our
man, and a stranger.
Heaven be blessed ago, in the midst of such silver waves, and cation, not for ultimate advantage.
Their vorable for bandages and strapping, that wants without delay ? Twelve in a fami
for the influence of gentle ones on the he longed to know how she would look school books must, as far as possible, be a- these were soon all abandoned, and the ly, and no grain, butter, lard, or cheese ;
heart of man. And you are going to the then, standing in the self same moonbeams. musing stories. Knowledge must be granu healing of the part left to nature; yet the who will not say this is a hard case?”
village of - --------- .
Do you know any The wish was easily accomplished, for her lated to particles so small, and diluted to a animal recovered, fattened and turned out
thing of the widow Clifton, daughter to father’s house was but a short distance consistency so thin, that it can be swallow all that its owner could have unshed un“ Shall 1 help you to some more of the
Squire Lee, who lives somewhere in those from his own, and he soon found himself ed insensibly, or else it is thought it cannot der the circumstances.”
pudding, Miss ?’’ said a landlady to a
travelling boarding school miss, at the din
parts ?”
near the threshold. The house was situa be digested at all. It is curious to listen to
‘ Not personally — but report says she is ted a little retreating from the street, and the inquiries of children, and their childish
ner table. The young lady, willing to as
Physicians.—The greater the ability, age tonish the natives, replied : u By no man
such a pay, dashing character,! suspect she the path which led to it was soft and gras parents, in reference to a new study or a
will find herself very much out of place in sy» Lv,ng lG0 ’n thick shadow, so his ap new book proposed for them, “ Is it in and experience of physicians, the less med ner of means, madam—I have already in
a sober country town. 1 hear, through proach was not perceived. There she teresting ? will my child be pleased with it ? icine they give. The longer they practice, dulged the calls of appetite, until my suffi
my sister, that she is to take possession of stood, almost in the same attitude, leaning is there no danger of its being thought the more they depend on the restorative ef ciency is entirely satisfied.”
her late father’s dwelling, which has been against the door, looking upward with eyes dull ?” Just as though the tasking of the forts of nature, and the less confidence have
fitted up for her accommodation in quite a so deeply, beautifully blue, they seemed to mental powers to any thing not amusing, they in the specifics of art.—Therefore, do
Worth Remembering.—China and Glass
princely style. You speak, as if you know have borrowed the color from the night was either impossible or injurious. As you do not think less favorably of your physi ware may be firmly and ne-jtly joined by a
Thous thick solution of isinglass and gin.
her, Madam.’
heaven to which their gaze was directed. train the child you form the man ;—and cian because he prescribes little.
* Yes, for I was a great friend to her Her fair, flaxen hair, glittered in the moon what shall perpetuate the strong and stern ands are sent to their graves by the very
grandmother, a fine old lady as ever liv light with a golden lustre, brightly contrast principles of duty, if you thus cater to a medicine which is intended to cure them.
The, Boston Times says, a chorister
lately pitched a tune so high that the choir
ed, a thousand limes handsomer than Ger- ing with the pure whiteness of a brow, vicious and enervating love of ease,—of
trade—but very likely you may not agree where the serenity of youth and innocence mere amusement ?—Rev. Dr. Babcock.
Indigence and obscurity are the parents had to adjourn to the belfrey to reach it.
with me. Young eyes see differently from was now softly reposing.
4 Fanny 1’ said
of vigilance and economy—vigilance and eold ones?
Edward, emerging from the shadow ; and
11 I wonder this child don’t go to sleep,”
Never eat while you speak, as a man’s conomy, of riches and honor—riches and
< Is she young ?’ asked Edward.
she sprang forward at the well known throat is too narrow a channel for words to honor,9 of pride and luxury—pride and Bluxv»
VUIM
said «If
an UIIAIVUQ
anxious mother toV» a female JMVilU®
friend.
« Yes,’ she is scarcely twenty,4 for she voice, with a bounding step and a joyous pass up and good meat to pass down at the ury, of impurity and idleness—impurity and |44 Well, I don’t,” returned the lady, 44 it’s
married^ poor thing, at a very early age1 smile.
idleness, of indigence and obscurity
face is so dirty it can’t shut its e™? ”
same time.

with much present incoiivenience to the hold\ers of lhe heeds.—Morning Post,
I
MAIL ARTICLES»
| The Great Western has cleared a profit of
--—=r= ,
I 9 per cent, in the first year, and on going into
^^P^O&ION- A T HANCOCK, Md.
dock has proved the excellence of her ¡true-1 «ANCOt-K, Washington Co., May 3,1839.
I ture by not having a wrinkle in her copper, I,
,ew il‘inutes after 1 addressed youyes| notwithstanding the rough weather she has }ei,
1 rePaired to the room where Rush
; experienced.-— Raihvau [Englund', Magazine '
been removed to. ■ The maimed and mufor April.
| tdated poor fellow breathed his last soon af-

Presbyterian Case.—The New York Com
WHIG NOMINATION.
mercial of Thursday, contains the opinion of
Augusta, Feb. 15, 1839.
the Court, delivered by Chief Justice Gibson, To Hon. Edward Kent. ’
TWELVE DAYS LATER FROM ENG
which sustains the position taken by the Old j S
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to inform
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LAND.
school. The opinion is brief, considering the , that at a Convention of Whigs of this Stat/
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mass of testimony.
testimony, and the length
Ipnmh of
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The steamer Liverpool, Capt. Fayrer, ar
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to candidate for Governor at lhe ensuing e|ep.
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into the reasons leading to such conclusions.
iiito
conclusions. !; It gives us pleasure to assure you of tho
the
ult. The Liverpool brought 94 cabin pas p^e
f
et Chatissees,
” has just decided
that the 'By
,nv ioi
|n, to witness
..,;tnoaa trie nurrvmg out of‘
. lo lhe Philadelphia Gazette furnishes the fol-: warm and united expression of opinion at th«
sengers, which is more than her full comple I Fonts
Bi■
■ i
i it >
lowing summary of lhe opinion
i Convention favorable to yourself, and we sin
of thec- Florida,
shall be 'putn- ptesp
Pl PP <ot
, ,rlenow-men
n
1 etiip
.T
,
ment, and it is said that more than one third . ason
c.. .
>
'’ at •. Havre,
•.
ji wuic
ei.ee
some buuics
scores oi
of mv
my
fellow-men.
The
“ Il decided that the ‘exscinding resolu- eerely hope that an affirmative answer will
of her berths are already engaged for the trip ‘,1 a
state for the provisioned reception of ehi|(jrefl and Uje 0(her w‘ouilde({ are tfespail._
ofthe 28th June. The character of the po- Heamp^ of
W' “
feel I ed
If tb« children should recover, they tmns, as they are called, passed by the gene-¡.be given to this request, made in pursuance
ral assembly of 1837, were not only eonstitu- ' ofthe declared wishes of tbe Whigs ol thia
litiCal ihtelligence received is of the highest! LU1( ev (aboi,t
English feel) at lheenttance. wj||
tiayS as crj()p|es>
tionnL
«if» just
IHQl .•; fLi-if
’nivt a-Nztk»
tional, hut
but nl
also
that thavn.
they were
not •to be
interest. The New York Commercial re i For this measure the city of Havre has long
Mr. RushVsuperannuateil
’s superannuated father
father anti
and mothmoth- considered in the aspect of a judicial sen
maTks:
'
I been Pet'tionmg, in order that large steamers er Invd• retired
• - to their pallet, in the upper sto
We have the honor to be,
The‘intelligence by this arrival is of high ‘ fo,r(!h1e American packet service may be es- ! ry, and when the floor was upraised by the tence, but as a legislative act; that they did
with great respect, your
interest, and cpiite .remarkable. One of those Jablished there, the existing docks not allow- ;j explosion, they were carried into mid air, and no more than dissolve the four synods, which
obedient servants,
sudden turns in the progress of events has ta-;
!be enlra”ree oi sa<rh steanieis as the < strange to say, were found nearly forty feet it was conceded the assembly had a right to
Hiram Belcher,
'j
flo ; that the act being within the power of
Iten place, which sometimes occur to baffle ,leal Western, Liveipool, &c. — Gahgndni's ■ from the house, unhurt.
Elisha H. Allen,
|
that body, its reasons for performing it could
all calculation, and show the folly of political ( Messenger, April
Oliver B. Dorraece, Committee.
Mrs. Rush, lik ewise, most miraculously esnot be reviewed by a civil tribunal ; am! as
John Otis,
prophecy. For months past our tidings from
| caped without iujiiry; but what a truly gloomy
Thomas Dinsmore, J
Europe have been still of gathering clouds on ’ From Havana. — A severe conflagration oc prospect is her’s — her husband dead — her the consequences of all this, that the persons
at Havana on-the 12th ult., by which
claiming to be commissioners from presbyte
the political horizon, daily increasing in black- curred
i
children dying, and her property — her where ries within the exscinded synods, to the as
I
upwards
of
thirteen
houses
were
consumed
ness and in volume; and wearing an aspect1
withal, destroyed. Truly the chalice of mis sembly of 1838, had no color of right to seats
Bangor, March 27th, 1839.
so threatening that it seemed almost impossi in the course of three hours.
Gentlemen:—I acknowledge the receipt
ery overflows to her '.—Balt. Pat.
in that body. Further, the court decided that,
ble but that they must be attended with tem
while on these grounds the proceedings of of your note of the I5ih ult. informing ine
Mexico — Gen. Meria's Expedition.—The
pest and convulsion. In a moment as it were,
that I was nominated as a candidate for Gov
Steam Boat Accident.—A serious accident
ive find them dispersed, and all around is sun narrative of the captain of the schooner which ; betel lhe two Wilmington Mail Boats, North the New School had been unjustifiable, they ernor at a Convention of the Whigs of the
recently put into Mobile with arms intended Carolina and C. Vanderbilt, the former bound had been »a themselves entirely irregular, State held at the State House on the 13th of
shine and gladness.
ri.......... ..... ...........
... England
....... for General Mexia, in a degree explains the j to Charleston and the latter to Wilmington, even on the supposition that the excluded February. This renewed expression af con
The hostile appearances
between
have entirely disap- i inactivity ot the latter ; yet the friends of the as they crossed each other. The accident oc commissioners had been entitled to seats ; that fidence is highly valued by me, and calls for
Bnd our own country
i
peared—the occasions of jealousy and■’bick ! cause of Federalism m .Mexico begin to look curred about 1() o’cjock Satmalay night, in Mr. Cleveland had no right to put a question an acknowledgment of my deep sense of re
.............._France
..... . and
.............
a_____and
____Rys* ■ ¡>t his expedition as an inauspicious one.— sight ol Georgetown lights.
ering between
England
Thè two" boats to the house; that it was evident that a sepa- newed obligations, which I beg leave to ten
Sih have been removed by courteous /iipfo- (The fidlowiHg explanation of ils position and j came violently iii coiiiacl. The N. Carolina rate organization was intended by the New der to you, ami through you4o the Feop|ttrei>_
tnac.y—in the
vlfe East the alarming‘ condition of piospect,
|’|OSpcct, from the New Orleans
Orh ans Bulletin, was cut down to the water’s edge on lhe lar School, and that lhe jury had given a verdict resented in that Convention.
affairs is succeeded by such a change as al- (&',ves an insight into the results which a few board side, and the Vanderbilt had several of utteily inconsistent with the evidence.
It is well known to most of my friends, that
must
bring. <
“ Judge Rogers dissented from the opinion, it has been my anxious and often repeated
most totally removes the possibility of serious , days......
. '............
her bow timbers broken. The latter was not
•■vwiw
iu iFrance
iuiiue the
me wisuum
^be ¡'Helligence from Vera Cruz, brought, so much injured but that in lhe opinion ol declaring in a few words his adherence to desire to remain in private life, and in the
trouble—in
wisdom mm
and miimess
firmness;!
o! the"
the King have piloted him through tliedif-I
tliedif- I bY lbe srb
s<‘b?- Carter
Garter Bnixton,
Braxton, whence she sail- her cajibain she might have proceeded on her his original judgment. A new trial was a- performance of the duties of my profession
Acuities
ficuities ofhis
of his position, and the factious pro-j
pro-1 ei
ef^^’ 0,1
011 tbe *Z,b iitsitmt,
instant, is irather discouraging trip, had it not been regarded a matter of vvarded.”
and the (iischarge of my obligations as a pri
jects of his enemies are scattered to the winds i i0 tbe cause
Federalism. The troops un- prudence that she should accompany lhe N.
vate citizen, and to unite with my friends in
—the long-pending qi.nurel
quarrel between Belgium I 4er General Mexia are represented asstill oc- Carolina to Charleston. This boat isso much
JVetr York Anniversaries.—The American the support of some other gentleman, who
and Holland is peacefully adjusted—and in a • cuPy*ng a position several leagues from Vera broken, that when upright, she takes in water Bible Society have received 25 new auxilia might be designated as a candidate lor the re
word the whole aspect of European affairs jI Cruz. The impression was at first, that the copiously, and must have sunk on the spot, ries in lhe course of the past year; one in
sponsible office in question. The vote of the
has not been for years more strongly indica- ; ai rn.v u,14er that General would have marcli- but for the cool and energetic management of Wisconsin, one in Iowa, and another in Tex highly resjiectable convention of which you
live ofapiiet and prosperity than al the pres- ,
without
a
moment
’
s
'
........ G delay, upon Vera Capt. Davis, in lightening lhe bows, and mak as. The receipts of the society the last year
ent moment.
Ij Cruz, and carried that place by a coup de main. ing her lean, which “ altitude” she was oblig were $95,127. The rep* rt says, the society are organs, however, expresses the unanimous
wish of that body, that I should again be a
The House of Commons recommenced bu- j This was the plan which lire posture of cir ed to preserve all the way to Charleston. No have done very little iipMaine the past year, candidate^ and allhough my private feelinog
siness on Monday, the 8th. In answer to a cumstances
. . .
. . called for ami it was only such ..a persdn suffered any injury other than the loss though prospects are better for the year to ¡md interests would both lead me to give «de
question, Lord Palmerston said that he had
an'* "et(Peratep0ll4u,et tbe expedition, of their balance, their passage and their pa come.
cided negative to this requesf, the strong ex
sent to Mr. Fox, at Washington, lhe draft of ?/,at
liave
its success. The tience. We have heapl the accident attribut
The American Anti Slavery Society held pression of the wishes of my political friends
the c*.adjustment
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ed to “ careless'driving,” but are not sufficient
to whom I owe so much, and whose opin
dary question,
by the
appointment ui
of «ajoint ■ i.)ISaf,|,ointe3„ at lbe «Hlatory
of ly informed to give an opinion. The regular The number of new societies formed" during ions are so highly regarded by me, induce me
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...^ ■.
viproceedings
................
'^..T°
y Rt
‘isis m,,st
commission to define the bv.iuddiy
boundary ; ami
and tnai
thati1 ’llle
army. L'orf (,eIa
delay
at ,b,S
this Cl
crisis
must be transmission ol the mail will not be interrupt t*he year was 304, making the whole number to waive all personal considerations and to
r* » the answer of.. thew-r U. S.J government'
1
I l)eri
I 11¿2 i»
when
‘ous 1,1 tbe extreme, and may prove fatal ed. -s Charleston Mercury.
1,650. The number of anti-slavery papers has consent again to be a candidate before lhe
’
’
f)l) enterpnse, which, at the outset, prom
should be received, lhe papers would be laid
increased. There are now nine weekly, one people.
ised
sm-h
glorious
results.
Respecting
the
on the table.
The Vicksburg Duel.—Considerable excite semi-monthly, and four momldy papers, de
I will only add to this brief communication
cause of this untoward detention ofthe Fed
Lord John Russell gave the form ofhis mo eral forces, hut one opinion exists. It is justly ment has prevailed here for some days pasti, voted mainly to abolition, and circulating to of my acceptance of the nomination, that if
subscribers upwards of 25,000 copies ”per
tion on the government of Ireland, as fol
ascribed to some mishap that has frustrated says the New Qi leans PicayunO of the 28th week. The receipts of the Society, during lhe People see fit to elect me, I shall endeav
lows :—
ult.
on
account
of
a
rumored
fight
to
come
off
’
or to discharge the duties of the office with
the plans and crippled the operations of the
“ That it is the opinion of this house that it two Generals, Mexia ami Urrea. Noone pre between two of the Vicksburg editors, Doctor the year, were $47^280; being $4,353 more fidelity and uprightness, ami to assert and
than
the
previous
year.
maintain the rights ami honor of Maine, with
is expedient to persevere in those principles tends to charge them with the folly of advance Hagan, of the Sentinel, and McArdle, of the
Whig. We are informed that a number ofbets
prudence and firmness, and if they see fit to
which
have j guided
the Executive
.... »„veinmg to capture
a city, andGovernhalting within reach
Sausages in Boston.—The Boston Mercan select another for this station, I shall bow with
were made on the result, both at Vicksburg
imentof..............
j have : of
_ it long
o enough
.... for 1¥
,c CH<3
„ UJ
re
Ireland of late years, and which
the
enemy
to prepare
and in this city. The parlies are reputed ex tile has the folio iving paragraph, by which it most cheerful submission, to lheir declared
tended to the effectual administration of the > for the recepthm of the
assailants^
-------ailauis. 1 l’,bPa,e cellent shots.
would seem, that tfie high prices of pro\isions will.
lawsand the general improvement of that
The true
true cause
cause of
of the
the derangement
derangement of
of the
the
The
Ou Wednesday last they met on the Louis havejirought rats and killensnnlo market :
With true regard
part of the United Kingdom.”
¡expedition will be traced, we presume, to the
7'il Bit for a Gourmand.—A correspondent
1 am gentlemen your friend
The debate on tlfis motion cninmenced on treachery
Beachery and desertion of the M
Mexican sch. iana shore opposite Vii ksburg, at 10 o’clock, whose veracity is beyond question, informs
when
two
shots
were
exchanged
with
pistols,
and fellow citizen,
the 15th and had not terminated on the 19ih. w hich recently put into Mobile. On board of
us
that
on
Wednesday
morning
he
purchased
EDWARD KENT.
Its decision was considered as involving the tbis vessel, it would appear, was laden a great at ten paces, without eflecl ; a suspension of at “,a Provision store in the lower part of the
Messrs. Hiram Belcher, Elisha H. Allen,
existence of the present administration.
: part of the ammunition, artillery and heavy liostiliiies was agreed to, and the parties re city,” some Bologna sausages. On cutting
It was currently reported on Change in Liv- ! °*’<bia,l^iEi> provided by Mexia for the use of turned to town. We learn that not less than open one of them it presented rather a pecu Oliver B. Dorrance, John Otis, Thomas Dins
1000 persons were present to witness the duel.
more, Committee of the Whig Stale Conven
erpool, that Wm. M. Price, the fugitive Dis- , e army- . Her disappearance has, of course,
In the afternoon, McArdle seemed to think liar appearance—and on further examination tion.
trict Attorney, had been plucked of 200,000f, | ep'|ved bnn
tbese indispensable implehe was not satisfied, and it was soon arranged there were discovered among the conglomer
or about $38,000, at roulette, in Paris—some rT,ents
vvar'
Uncertainty respecting the
(tZ^There is a farmer near Boston wbo
ated mass of which it was composed, two
say at one night’s work. Running from the cai,se oi tbe absence of the vessel, and a hope to have another meeting. Accordingly al 4 rat’s teeth fastened together, a portion of a keeps one hundred and fifty hogs on the pro
officers of justice in his own country into the
, ’jP^'5/ «>’»'• val has, probably, kept the o’clock the belligerents were again on the rat’s ear, two claws of a small animal, appar duce of his farm, which consists of sir acres
1
fangs of the black legs of a foreign one don’t ■ i!era* ioiees 'U a state of suspense and in field. One shot was exchanged, and the bail ently
a kitten, and a piece of the skin of the of land, of which he tills only about half. He
1
seem to better the rogue’s prospects much
activity ; and prevented those hold and ener- ol the Sentinel editor took effect in the flashy same
does it by feeding them with potatoes, man
quadruped, with the hair on !
part of the thigh of the Whig editor. This put ‘
igGalt, the author, died at Greenock, April tlcipated.'’6’^*118 U‘at
COufidentI^ an* a stop to the fighting a second lime. .Whether
gel wurtzel, cabbages, yellow turnips, ap
The Frederickton Sentinel of May 4, says: ples, squashes, pumpkins, all of wforh are
it will agaiu be Renewed vve have not learned.
mi’fi „ C -I
•
.
.
I Tb,,s, ff seems, that the treason of a single
We understand that it was decided in ! boded in a big kettle set in an arch, and a
Thnty five failures were registered at Paris individual has brought disaster and bli<dit m>We are glad to slate that Major McArdle’s
Council, held at Government House yester | little corn and other meal mixed in lhe mess.
durtng the first ten days of April. No fewer ( on an enterprise ihe most maste Iv and
- wound is not very dangerous.
than two hundred and fixe were declared dur- trepid, and the most promising ever conceiv
The above items are gleaned from a private day, that ‘ the Timber lately cut upon the Dis I His hog pens furnish abundant manure and
ing the fust quarter of the present year, while , ed by the friends of freedom in Mexico.— letter from Vicksburg, receiveil by a friend in puted Territory, shall, under the peculiar , keep his land very rich.
nnlv'gon0 nuinber ior lhe ?ear 1838 ba<l been ' Strong hopes are entertained that the fortitude this city, who politely furnished us with ils circumstances, be allowed to go to market on I Every farmer in Maine ought to cultivate
lhe payment of a duty of eight shillings
per an acre or more of ruta baga for his sheep,
........................
‘
j and skill ot Mexia and Urrea, may yet triumph perusal. The same letter says “they are be ton,
or, upon
r;— good \and‘ sufficient securities J,a^ an a<’»e of mangel wurtzel for his cow,
Queen Victoria has made a further payment over the disappointment. But the long de- ginning to fight here pretty fast now. Three 1
for
the payment of that duty, within six i imdias many potatoes as convenient. It seems
1
of fifty per cent, on her ¡ather’s debts, out of biys’ "e fear, must leave but faint prospects at this place yesterday, and one at Mauches- months.
’”
to be a prevailing opinion that though cook
her privy purse.
¡ofsuccess. The garrison of San Juan de ter. Thermometer 93 to 96. Nobody killed 1
ing food is far the best for hogs, it is not so
The annual sum voted for the Queen’s V^oa buve had time to repair the fortifica- yet.”
for sheep. Cows we know prefer boiled poBy letters received in this city from Fort fur
househoid is $385,000.
" I b0118)
build up the walls, and remount the
tatoes to raw ones, and they probably do them
Foil
field,
we
learn
that
there
are
6000
tons
According
to
the
New
York
Express,
whig
Fifty thousand pounds has been ap|>ropri-i
'«’"'w1”1™1 h"'| <!'3of timber now in the boom at that place, and ' the
Ple most
f.nost good
”nn<^: besides, a cow can no more
ated towards defraying the expense- ol steam ' ¡,
'• 1
‘e'W <d the best panic and sur- town officers have this year been elected in
—
......-!..........................
oi.niiaihj
uf
,
i,«
I
be
^l,1) i,(>'led pótate, than you
that
in
consequence
of
the
similarity
of
the
449
towns
in
that
State,
and
loco
locos
in
394.
- = - India
• >- by
■ the way1 of the lfc!a
navigation
to
Redn P"seis over, and ihe.assailants who approach ’- making the whole Slate stand almost exactly marks upon it, it is impossible to distinguish ta1,* c“oa'v a
with butter.—Kennebec JourVera Cruz, will now have to contend with
Sea, for the year 1840.
•
1
”
nal.
lien which
vv i nun ij
antagonists that are on the watch; well <mard- as it did in 1838, the whig loss in the city of that: cut by the trespassers from that
The French government is said to have of ed and strongly fortified. The consideration New York being balanced by-the gain in the was cut under permits, and it was 1
boom '
Melancholy Accident.—Theodore Oliver,
^daneholy
fered its mediation between the Sultan and of these circumstances, is calculated greatly country.
minaiion to retain all the timber in the
the boom
ttill
“ the
’
• ■ ■ of the Land Agent at Fort'
arrival
’ 1 .£° .. rs, son
SO,‘. of Mr.
?h\ .H"bba
.....^ . Oliver,
the Pacha of Egypt.
to diminish the glowing anticipations so gen
f airfield. It is rumored that the trespassers . of Boston, (formerly of this city,) lost his
The French and English Ambassadors at erally cherished of Mexican emancipation._
Direct Importations.—Most of our readers Fairfield.
Constantinople are sani to have agreed to an The prospect is certainly a gloomy one, but will probably be astonished to learn that a intend to attack our force ami attempt to let , life on Thursday evening, in a sudden and
arrangement, in consequence of which an An we shall continue to hope for the best, until the quantity of Eggs, from France, “ imported the timber out of the^ lioom.— Bangor Whig. I melancholly manner. He was a clerk, in
¡the store of Mr. ’William Lawrence, Broad
glo-French squadron will be formed of six repulse and retreat of the expedition tells of direct,
” were disposed of in this market, at a
'
To the point.—A wag meeting a Loco Fo-;I street, Boston. The Times gives lhe folships of the line, four frigates and ten smaller I the final overthrow of Federalism.
rate below what the “domestic” article com
- lowing particulars -.-Salem Register.
vessels, to watch, the Turkish fleet on its is
3 he latest dates from Mexico are contained mands, and affording a handsome profit to the co a few days since with a team upon the
“ He was playing on Thursday evening
highway, who was inclined to monopolize a
suing from the Dardanelles. Sir B. Stopford • in the following paragraph, from the New Or- importer.—Charleston Courier.
is also to send five ships of the line to Alex I leans Bee. Partiesappear to remain in very
good part of the road, addressed him thus:— with a jar-knife, the blade of which he was
I urn out, your honor, or I’ll serve you as bad trying to throw open by a jerk of his arm,
andria, and Admiral Lalande is to station much the same state as before.
Among the petitions presented in the Legis as Governor Fairfield served Sir John liar-1 when he suddenly spoke to a friend, saying,
three at Tunis. By this means, it is hoped,
The government cutter Woodbury arrived lature of Connecticut, is one from Mrs. Jar vey. How was that, enquired the Loco ? 1’11 ¡ I have cut myself,” and would have fallen
both the Turkish and the Egyptian fleet will
The knife
be prevented from wantonly provoking a col yesterday from Tampico and Vera Cruz._ vis, of Middleton, lady of the Rev. Dr. Jarvis, back out myself replied the wag, and suiting' but that his frielul caught him.
Tbe former place she left on the 20th of April formerly of Boston, for a divorce. The peti the action to the word, sheered off into the had entered the groin, and severed lhe great
lision.
and the latter on rhe 16th. The Woodbury tion was read and referred.
gutter, leaving his antagonist in quiet posses artery of the leg, so that be bled to death in
Tn American securities there has been Brings $50,000 in specie to various commer
less than fifteen minutes. Surgical aid was
sion ot the whole road.—Somerset Journal.
scarcely any thing going on since the intelli cial houses in this city. At Tampico all was
called, but did not arrive till life had depart
gence was received of the rash exploits of (he quiet, though the movements of the central
Pew Salé.—The pews in the church of the
Fire.—A dwelling house was destroyed by ed. Indeed, if the best surgeons had been
Governor of Maine. There have been very ists were watched with considerable atten Messiah, (Unitarian, Rev. Mr. Dewey, pastor,)
few offers to sell, but, on the contrary, some tion. Bustatnente, it was reported, was to were sold this morning by auction. The a- fire in Starks on Sunday of last week, togeth on the spot at the moment, it would have
Massachusetts stock was purchased freelv on leave fean Luis with a force of no great num mount of sales was about $70,000 ; the high er with all its contents. The house was oc only been a miracle that could have pre
Saturday at 92 12 ex. div., the very highest bers, attack and take possession of Tampico. est premium on a pew $250, making with a . cupied by two families, who have lost all they vented a fatal termination of the accident, as
pt ice w hich has yet been obtained for that se Neither party claims much strength, and, valuation of $1000, the full price $1250. The ‘were worth, as we learn. One of the ladies the division of the artery was at that point
curity, wli^h of itself is rather an important from the tardy movements of the centralists, cost of the church was 96,000. It is on Broad was badly burned in endeavoring to rescue where it emerges from the trunk over the
her child, who was sleeping in one of the bed bone of the pelvis.
feature, as showing the little apprehension
it is quite probable they will await reinforce way, opposite Waverly Place.— New^York rooms when the bouse was discovered to be<
Had the wound been lower down in the
winch is felt amongst the monied men con
Jour, of Commerce.
ments before venturing to assail the town.—
on fire. 1 wo hogs were consumed, that were thigh or leg, the flow of blood might have
nected, with American matters, as to any in Gen. .Mexia had not arrived at Vera Cruz.—
been arrested By a firm pressure upon the
confined in a pen adjoining the house.—ib.
terruption of the friendly relations between This town was fortified by a government
A Snug fortune,—The Messrs. Prince, of
aiteryatthis place, which was just above
Great Britain and thè United States, Massa force of one thousand men.
Flushing, have cleared $230,000 last year, in
Fatal Accident.—Mr. James M. Hunt, a la where surgeons produce a powerful com
chusetts being the neighboring province to
We have been favored with the foliowin« mulberry trees—and if their agent in Europe borer of this city, was accidentally killed, on pression in amputations of the lower limb.
Maine, and one which it was stated was wil
. _ Thursday.
. ...... ...... . . He was ¡UBS shocking event shows how fearfully
ling to support that State in her measures for extract of a letter from 3’ampico, dated Aprd obeyed their instructions, they would have one of our wharves,, last
securing the disputed territory. The endeav 18th. “ You have doubtless already learned cleared $500,000, after paying all expenses. helping to unload some bales of sheetings an<1 w°Bderfiilly we are made ; and teaches
ors to raise money in New York for Maine, in that peace has been concluded between We have this fact from the best authority- from a truck, the shafts of which flew up ami al/°'the vast n,ility of a general knowledge
compliance with the vote of the legislature France and Mexico. Ulloa, it is said, has al one of the firm. They have sold 800,000 trees struck him in the side, breaking several of his of our a,|atomical structure, that we may
Y ribs,
“:I^ and
.....1 otherwise
•u...... :
N. Y.
injuring him so that he avoid injuries¡in fatal places ; and be of imauthorizing the Governor to raise $800,000 ready been restored. As for us in Tampico, I in ten months. Thai’s a business.—JV.
died in a few hours. L\.
........was
.... a respec- Biediate service to our fellow beings when*
Mr. Hunt
had completely failed, and all the capitalists we still remain without any communication Herald.
’
■
• • and ever human aid is needed in calamity.”
table and worthy man, and1 has
left
a wife
had refused to advance a single dollar.—Mor with the interior. The inhabitants of this
town are preparing for defence, for Arista is
ning Chronicle.
Green Peas* from Norfolk, were sold in I one or two children to mourn his loss.—ForZMr. l/ebster.--Mr. Webster’s personal friends
We regret to have to make known to our not far distant, and Bustamente is at San Luis. Washington on Thursday last for six dollars land Argus.
gave him a farewell dinner at lhe Tremont
Generals Mexia and Urrea with the greater the bushel.
readers a breach of its pecuniary engagements
House, in Boston, on Monday evening. Atipnf .o
«nz.
i...ndred
r.ci„„_j and
anfj fifty persons
pergons sanlown
gat (jown
on the part of one of the American cities, the portion of their troops, have left fo.r Vera
Lossof the steamer McDonough.—The steam ' bout
ne l,lj
.
l,
z
or
Puebla.
The
events
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revolu

liabilities of which are held, and we should
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will
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The
butchers
of
Baltimore
have
fear, rather extensively held, by the capitalists I
reduced the prices of beef to 10 and 12 1-2 York to Mobile, struck on the bar at the en-eave early next week for Liveroool in the
of this country. The city of Mobile borrow
cents per pound. The butchers say they trance of Egg Harbor, on night of 8th insL and steamer. He has sold his elegant mansion in
ed a sum of money on bonds dated last Feb
Boston for $40,000. It is doubtful whether
will vacate their stalls, if t hey cannot sell at Went to pieces, passengers and crew all saved.
ruary, 1836, to bear interest at the rate of 8
The McDonough was formerly owned by the he returns before mid-winter, if as soon as
From Peru.—Accounts received at Phila- those prices.—Portland Adv.
per cent, per annum, for ten years, pursuant i delphia from Montevideo, mention a report of
“ Cumberland Steam Navigation Co.” of this that time.—Portland Adv. of 8th inst.
to an act of the legislature of the State of Al j the defeat of the Peru Bolivian army under
city, and was sold not long since to gentle
abama. The interest on these securities was banta Cruz, by the Chilian forces in Peru
Suspicious.—The Portland Advertiser con- men in New York. At the time of her loss,
The Bangor Courier slates that the pros
made payable half yearly, but we learn on ! with the loss of 2600 killed, and 3400 pris-' tains a letter from A. C. Raymond, of Bruns she was the property of Capt. Luke, her com
pects there for business are highly encouragood authority, that the last August dividends
r
l1lieve’
n,ore men ‘han wick, giving an account of the discovery of mander, Capt. Lowber, of Mobile, and Cha’s
have been discharged in part only, and that banta Cruz had to lose.--Boston Adv.
No
two shirts, about a mile west of that village. W. Ganneh Esq. of Phiiad^iphii’who/i?i¡¡
(he rebrtiary dividend remains unpaid, a cir
insuranr« nnnn
Nq
a(
^0 a 21 ,
They were rolled up together, one of them said, had no insurance
upon her.—Argus.
cumstance which, whatever arrangement may I
was cut through in several places, and both
.^
P
h
C
®
'
n
the
interior
of
Te
xas
has
been
hereafter be made by the city authorities of1 fixed’on foi"a chv
stained with blood. One of them was markMi-ried away
Two hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars
dollars were
were paid
paid
Mobile, m order to extricate themselves from '
f
. ..........
* y’ to be the permanent seat | ed “ No. 12,” and the name of“ Gideon Gil wbS™ J.?h" .Harvey’s, Boom
Two
their difficulties, caunot fail to be Xnded I du.
It is to be called Aus- man,” written in a good hand with indelible when the ice went out of the Aroostook, for a yoke of oxen, last week, in Eliot. The
win uuuuj was nut iiiju
i mk.
I M.L
bZo" Democrat,
10 theatnou‘« o^PH'^aser, we understand, was front Dover,.
I $5.— Bangor
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< one hundred and filly liojsow
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hog pens furnish abuiidaiilinai
bis land very rich.
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Fe lancho!y OccidentTbeoilore#
20 years, son of Mr. IhiliWi
»sinn, (formerly of this city,)
ui Tlmrs«lny evening, in a Sl11^
ncludlv manner He w».uiW
re of Mr. 'William Law«Boston. The Times
particulars '.—Salem Regto.

a jarknife, the blade of »M
g to throw open bv a jerk ofW
! he suddenly spoke to««
ive rut mvself,” ami »«M kJf
•at his friend caught him. »
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han fifteen minutes. Surgical •*
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Indeed, if the best surgeons W;
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®13 and No. 4, at

regulating the proceedings of the commission-! from Montevideo.—Caiman Yorke, of the
ers to be appointed by the two Governments ' Globe, arrived at Philadelphia in 51 days from
PROBATE NOTICES.
for this end ; and her Majesty’s Government. Montevideo, informs that the Government of
HE subscriber having, as he has reason
SATURDAY, MAY IS, 1839.
hope that lhe report of these commissioners [ the Oriental Republic has formally declared
a Court of Probate held at York, with
to believe, discovered a certain cure fof
will either settle the question at issue, or fm* I war against Buenos Ayres, the blockade of
in and for 'the County of York, on the the Salt Rheum; and which may also be
The Boundary Question.—The corres Dish to the two Governments such informa- 1 which the Fi-^nr.h W p rn i* n n 11 n i i ¡in cr w71 k «»'»j
nish
French were continuing with vigfirst Monday vn May, in the year of Considered as a remedy for various other
pondence which we publish below,—between tion
lion as may lead directly to a settlement.
settlement. — or. A letter from Montevideo of the 13th
our Lord eighteen hundred ayd thirty-nine, humors,, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
Lord Palmerston and Mr. Stevenson, the But this being the present state of the matter,1 March corroborates the defeat of Santa Cruz
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. H AYES, Judge the public, that he has applied for arid re
of said Court:
ceived the United States Letters Patent,
American Minister at London,— will be read it appears to her majesty’s Government that a by the Chilians, and adds that Bolivia had
special envoy now sent from America woidd ( declared against him.—New York Gaz.
J7 D WARD E. BOURNE, guardian of Ol- from the proper authority at the city of
with interest. Although it by no means af not, upon his arrival in this country, find any
1
ire, Hannah and Susa/h Kilham, minors Washington, for said remedy, which he de
fords conclusive indications of a speedy and thing to discuss
_______or to
_____________
.llllu.I!DlJ of Isaac Kilham, late of Kenne- nominates a Compound for the cure of the
settle in connexion with . Famine in Newfoundland.—The Harbour ! andu vchildren
this
question,
the
discussion
or
‘
settlement
of
Grace
Star
of
March
6th
says:
—
“
We
have
’
bunk,
in said comity, deceased, havimr pie- Sult Rheum and other Diseases of the Skih.
equitable termination of the protracted con
He is aware that some may doubt, wheth
troversy, it nevertheless show's that the two which could be of importance commensurate ( no hesitation in slating that within a circuit ofi sented his second account of guardianship of
with the expectations which such a mission j twenty miles from Harbour Grace there are his sni«l
er there is any cure for 1 his disease. He has
said wards
wards for
for allowance
allowance :: ”
governments are sensible of the importance woidd naturally excite on both sides of the hundreds ol families who have not, in their I
----------—
I
ORDERED-—That the said guardian often doubted it himselfi
Many things^
dwellings, an ounce of any of the i
of an early adjustment of the question, and Atlantic; and that, if, in consequence thereof, 1; respective
•
. ...... •’ " —1 give notice to all person? interested,/>y caus- however, once deefoed impossible, are now
that they are about taking a step which may the envoy so sent were to return to the Unit- J, common necessaries of life; and who for weeks jng a copy of this order t0 be published accomplished»
Salt Rheum, he knows by sad experience^
result in a settlement of the «lispute, honora ed States before the two Governments had fi- 1 past, have been subsisting upon a single meal (t|iree weeks successively in the Kennenally settled the whole question, a disappoint- 7
: day, and tins too, m many mstances, of the - bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in is a disorder not easily conquered.
He wa§
ble to both parties.—We do not learn that ment might thereby be created, which, how- ¡most
wretched and nauseatmg character?- said county, that they may appear at a Pro- himself dreadfully afflicted with it, rtiord
!
the draft of a Convention, Settling the pre ever unfounded it would be, might, neverthe- j' lhe Governor addstbe N.Y. Jour, of Com-) bate Court to
be held at Saco, in than twenty years, and at times for months
Ij inerce, had authorized the Commissioners of ' sajd county, on the first Monday of June together,. was unable to labor, and some
liminaries of a new Commission lor running less, produce bad effects-in both countries.
Iler Majesty’s Government having thus 1 the I oor to exjieiid £200 from the Treasury, 1 next> at ten of the clock m the forenoon, times even to walk, or dress himself.
He
the line, alluded to in Mr. Palmerston’s note,
1» ex : itzi I i nr
rtu
•/
■
1
’
•
i
for 1lhe
relief off ftheo 11sufferers.
TheI....!»
Irish y*So111

stated, without reserve, their impression upon r/x»»
applied to many physicians, and tried vari
has reached Washington.
The Boston this matter, leave the decision of it to the Presi ciety had, also, contributed the sum of $240 and shew cause, if any they have, why the
ous things prescribed by tl\em and others, but
same should not be allowed.
Adyeitiser suggests that it was probably for dent; and the undersigned has only further for the same object»
found little relief»
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
warded by the British packet, by way of Hal to assure Mr. Stevenson, that her Majesty’s
In the spring of 1833, being very sick with
Goxernrneiit arc very sensible to the spirit of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
[From our correspondent.]
the disease, be had well nigh given up all
ifax.
May 11»____________
friendly confidence which has dictated Mr.
Bangor, Me. 10th May, 1839.
hope of recovery. At that time, he received
OFFICIAL.
Stevenson’s communication.
The remaining part of the troops, consist? Jit a Court of Probate held at York, with- from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi
From the Washington Globe of Friday.
inir of the two companies which were left to
PALMERSTON.
in and’ fc
for the County of York, on thefirst genous to our own fields aiid forests, iffld
Foreign Office, April 3, 1839.
protect lhe timber and the boom on lhe A- (I Monday in May, in the year of our Lord | admitted to be go.id for the complaint, which
SPECIAL MINISTER TO ENGLAND.
roostook, today marched into town under aii
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the articles he immediately caused to be procur
The President has determined, not to send
Virginia Elections.—The elections for J escort which marched out to meet them.—
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said ed. With these things ami others, which hd
la special minister to England al present, and
had before found in some degree beneficial,
1,10 whole body of troops which were
Court :
We are permim^l to pubici die fo'lfOwing ex Members of Congress, members of the Stale |
ABEZ SMITH, administrator ot the es he formed a compound, ami applied it to his
tracts from the correspojidence between Lord Legislature, &c. occur in Virginia on Thurs-ij cgl-led out for the protection of the frontier,
tate of Robert Smith, late of Kennebunk, diseased and distressed frame. In three
Palmerston ami Mr. Stevenson as explanatory day next, 23d inst. The contest, it would have left the disputed territory, and will all
be permitted soon again to return to their re
in said county, deceased, having jifesentedweeks, he can say with truth and pleasure
of the views of the two Governments upon
seem from lhe intelligence from that quarter spective homes. The companies will proba- his account of administration of the estate of and he ought to do it with much gratitude/
the subject :
which reaches through the newspapers, will bly remain here for a few days before they said deceased for allowance ; and also his pri that he*was comparatively well; and shortly
Air. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.
Lord Palmerston has probably already been bean animated one. Both parties are buck are disbanded, in order to receive their pay vate account against lhe estate of said deceas after was restored to perfect health, so far
as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to
apprised that among the proceedings of the ling on their armor preparatory to the trial of and discharges. The place of lhe com ed for allowance :
panies at Fort Fairfield is now filled by a
ORDERED—That the said administrator this <fay':—a period offive years.
Congress of the United States at the close of
Hundreds of persons, afflicted IfV thid
its late session, provision was made for a strength, and both parties profess to feel the civil posse under the command of Mr. Jarvis, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
special mission to Great Britain, in relation to utmost confidence of complete success. The as land agent, who still remains there to pro ing a copy of this order to be published three grievous malady, have .made use of this
the subject of this controversy, should it, in Richmond Enquirer, lhe leading Van Bu tect the timber cut by the trespassers. What weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has
In sotrie’
the opinion of the President, be deemed ad ren paper in the State, of the 30th ult. has is the intention of the authorities in respect to zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, rarely failed to give satisfaction.
this property we do not know, There will that they may appear at a Probate Court to cases its good effects have been truly won
visable to appoint one. In virtue of this pro
derful.
vision, the undersigned has now the honor of lhe following article in reference to the probably be some compromise between the be held at Saco, in said county, on the
He will not state, as too many do, that hi^
two governments in relation to its disposal. first Monday of June next, at-ten of the
acquainting his Lordship that the President election : —
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Compound iw a cure for all diseases ; but he
of the United States (desirous of conforming
“ The skies are brightening every moment; —Boston D. Mv.
they have, why the same should not be al has reason to believe that it is not only a
to the indicated wish of Congress) has direct and unless we are most grossly deceived, by
cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu
.A large Ox.—An Ox 7 years old, weighing lowed.
ed him to announce to het Majesty’s Govern the calculations of our friends, and the signs
mors, such as Ring Worm, Scald Head,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ment his willingness to institute such a mis in the firmament, we shall gain on the 4th 2300 lbs., raised in South Berwick, York Co.,
Shingles, Leprosy, &c. &c. It has alsd
A true copy—Attest,
sion, and change thè place of negotiation, Thursday of the month, a glorious victory. was exhibited in tlié Haverhill, Mass, market,
been used for the Piles, with the best effects.Wm Cu/ter Allen, Register.
w hicti had heretofore been agreed on, from We repeat that we do not put out this decla on Tuesday last, where it is to be slaughter
No person need fear any evil from it,
May 11.
Washington to London : provided it should ration by way of brag or braggadocio—but ed.—^.
however old, or young, or feeble; for it is
Assessors
5
.
Police.
be agreeable to her Majesty’s Government to because, after the most anxious inquiries ; the
It is the opinion of many that lime white FpHE Assessors of the town . ot Kenne- simple, and may be applied with safety.
do so, and would, in their opinion, be the freest consultation with our friends ; after the
The following certificates and recornmChwash
applied to the bark of trees, injures the JL
bunk hereby give notice to the inhabi
means of hastening or facilitating the final ad letters we have seen, and the accounts we
dations show how effectual this remedy is,justment of the controversy.
have had, we have come to this conclusion.” tree, and that ley of ashes or soapsuds are tants, and all other persons liable to pay tax when properly applied, viz :
far better, ami this should be put on in June, es in said town, that they will be in session
In submitting this proposition of the Presi
The Richmond Whig of the same date, in as then the-louse on lhe Iwk hatches out or
at their office, from 9 to 12 o’clock, A. M., From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edg€P
dent, which he has now the honor of doing,
comb, Me.
and from 2 to 5 o’clock, P. M. on the 20th,
the uncleVsigned flatters himself that Lord Pal the following paragraph, speaks thus of the is in motion.
21st, and 22d days of May inst. to receive
To all whom it may concert!.
merston will not fili! to appreciate the motives whig prospects. The paragraph is much
true and perfect lists conformable to law,
■ HYMENEAL.
This certifies that my wife, after having
which have influenced the President in mak less ambiguous in its phraseology than ¡hat of
of their polls and of all their estates, both re been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times,
ing it, and see in it not only an additional the Enquirer.
MARRIED—In Limington, Mr. Caleb Cole, al and personal, including proprietary estates
especially in the winter season, for mo.4»
proof of his desire to terminate amicably this
“ Our intelligence from various parts of the to Miss Betsey Boody, all ofL.
and estates in trust, which they respectively than twelve years, applied about one year ago
protracted and painful controversy, but thei
In
Limerick,
Me.
Mr.
John
L
Sands
of
Camowned or were possessed of, on the first day to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer
earnest solicitude which he feels to place the State continues of a cheering character. From bridgoport, to Miss Sarah A. Hayes of L.
tain ointment and medicine which he had ad*
relatiotis of the two countries beyond the all we hear, our belief is accordant with our
In Rye, N. H. Rev. John Haven of York, to of May 1839.
The following schedule may serve as a verlised as a .cure for this dreadful disease;
reach of those casualties by which, in the hope, that the caus«j of the people, will tri Miss Martha Gustos Morrison.
iimpli
over the office party. JLet union, zeal
umph
form : —
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks
present state of things, they are so liable to
ami
pervade the Whig ranks, ami
and energy
energy-pervade
and vicNumber of polls of 21 years of age and agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant,
OB1TUARY
lie injured.
lory is certain.”
upwards ; description and just value of real when to her great joy she found herself to
To ibis proposition the undersigned has
DIED--I11 South-Berwick, suddenly, 10th inst. estate, either in their own right or the right appearance perfectly cured.
She has had
been directed respect folly to urge the atten
Ou/^Mr, Kimberly, of Connecticut, the Timothy Ferguson, Esq. aged 55 years.
of others, improved or not improved, (except some small symptoms of the disease once
tion of lief Majesty’s Government.
In
Wells,
12th
inst.
Mrs.
H
obbs.
pews in houses ot public worship) ; descrip since, but a brief application of the ointment,
The importance and urgency of bringing to recently elected U._ S. Senator, in place of
In Kennebunk-port, Henry Woodford, only
tion and amount of personal estates in trust &c. has removed them.—There can be but
a speedy close the pending negotiation, and Mr. Niles, has sent in his resignation to the son of Mr. J. L. Cleaves, aged 7 years.
or otherwise, including all monies at inter- I little doubt, I think, that a more thorough
the existing embarrassments in which the two Governor.
In York, Dr. Josiah Gilman.
He proposes visiting Europe, in
countries are now placed, will, the under consequence of ill health.
In Saco, 9th inst. Miss Mary Milliken, est, more than they pay interest for, and all Ij application, at first, would have effected a
daughter of the lato Me. Jfererni^h Milliken, other debts due to them more than they are 1 radical cure. That she has received great
sis!ne<[ perstiàiles himselR sufficiently explain
indebted for ; monies of all kinds on band ;lbenefit
...... ............................
........ . ______
_
from the use............
of this medicine,
I have
aged 48 years.
the earnestness with which he has pressed
In Buxton, 5th inst. Mrs. Rhoda W. wife of public securities of all sorts ; all Bank stocks ! never doubted for a moment ; though, at the
the s«d>ject upon the consideration of' Lord
and shares, or property ’in any incorporated time she commenced using it, I was skepliPalmerston ; and, in closing this note, he can the city of Albany, 011 the 7th iust, and re Mr. Richard Berry, jun. aged 39 years.
In Lyman, 19th ult. Mr. James Maddox, aged company, according to the just value thereof; cal.—Though I will yield to no one in my
but indulge the coiffident hope that the final sulted in the success of the whig ticket in about
68 years.
amount of all goods, wares and merchandise, hatred to quackery, I do most cordially recdetermination of her Majesty’s Government four of the’five wards, by an aggregate ma
In Alton, Illinois. Mr, Henry Hurd, former or any other stock in trade, including stock j ommend “ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine foy
for*
will not only correspond with the just expec jority of 324. The Van Buren ticket pre ly of Lebanon, aged 89 years.
employe/! in manufactories ; vessels of all.. ’ the Salt Rheum” to all who are afflicted with
tations which are entertamed by his own Gov
At
Houlton.
April
10,
Mr.
Almeda
Ames,
agvailed in the 5th ward by a majority of 6
kinds, at borne or abroad, with all their carr-1 this dreadful malady, believing that if it
ernment, but that il will be the means of lead
aed 34 years. He had resided for two or three
ing to such an adjustment of the whole con votes.— In Catskill, N. Y., on the 6th inst. the years in Bangor, and was detached from that goes, stores and appurtenances ; all pleasure )j should not in all cases effect a permanent'
carriages, horses and neat cattle of one year Jj cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this
troversy as may Ite compatible with the just Municipal election resulted in the election of place in the Aroostook expedition.
In Lewiston, 7tli inst. Hon. Ebenezer Herrick, old and upwards; the amount of income ' dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be
rights and honor of the two countries, and the the whig ticket by a majority of 68 votes.
from any profession, employment, or by any I a public benefit,
late a member of Congress from this Slate.
J. T. HAWES.
peaceful and friendly relations, upon the pres
in Concord, N. H. 7th inst. Capt. Nathaniel annuity or legacy, or other source, or gained
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
ervation of which so essentially depeml the
(C/^The steamer William Glasgow was Eastman, aged 84 years.
by trading atsea oron land, and all other prop-1 This medicine can be obtained of the fok
prosperity and happiness of both.
destroyed by fire on the 23d ult. on her pas
erty-excepting such as is exempted by law. lowing agents:—
A. STEVENSON.
—If any person or persons shall not bring
sage from Pittsburg to St. Louis, near the
SHIP NEWS,
23, Portland Place, March 30, 1339.
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk*
in a lisj of their estates as aforesaid to the
mouth of the Ohio.
Her cargo, valued at
port, Andrew Luques ; Saco, S. L. Goodale ;
KENNEBUNK, MAY 18,1839
Assessors,
he,
she
or
they,
so
neglecting
Lord Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson.
$200,000, was entirely destroyed.
Another
or refusing, must not expect any abatements. Portland, A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson
and Aaron Maxwell ; York, Cape Neddock,
Iler Majesty’s Government consider the steamer, the Pennsylvania, on her passage
NATH’L. JEFFERDS,')
communication which Mr. Stevenson hits from New Orleans to Florence and Knox
May 14—sip. Pacific, Oaks, Boston.
JESSE TOWNE,
> Assessors. Geo. M. Freeman ; York Cor., Samuel A.
Douglass; Portsmouth, N. Il, Brackett Hutch
been instructed to make ’<0 the undersigned
EZRA PERKINS,
)
ings ; South-Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
.upon the subject of the proposed mission of a ville, was burnt about the same date ami
Saco, May 8.—Ar. sehs. Phaeton, Moor, Bos
Kennebunk, May 7, 1839.
ver, N. H., Asa A. Tufts; North-Berwickf
special envoy to England ns a fresh proof of near the same plarb. The P. had a valua ton ; Mayflower, Emery, do. ; Tryall, Pen*dleJeremiah Lord ; Sanford Cor., Tripp &
NOTICE.
the friendly disposition of the President, and ble cargo on board at the time the disaster ton, Lincolnville; llth, Maria, Newcomb,
Wellfleet ; 12th, Packet, Hill, Boston ;.Koret,
HE subscribers having contracted with Shaw ; Sanford, Springvale, Hobbs & Co
of the frankness which it is hoped will always happened. No lives were lost.
Hill, do. ; Maine, Smith, do. ; Olive Branch,
the town of Kennebunk port to
tc sup- nant ; Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne j
characterize the intercourse between the two
Richmond ; Isabella, Stevenson, Boston ; Eliza
port the poor of said frown for .one ’ year
from Waterborough, James Leavitt ; Hollis, Jona
Governments ; and her Majesty’s Government
Noble.—The Legislature of New-York
hasten to reply to that communication in the has made provision for the annual, appropri beth, Leavittj do. ; sip Joseph, Tarbox, Sa the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith |
lem— Sid. May 6lh, sloop Joseph, Benson, Sa- that they have made suitable provision "for Westbrook, Warren & King;—and by his asame spirit and with the same frankness. The
lenj; 7th, sch. Mercator, Smith, Boston; 9th,
President is desirous of knowing whether such ation, for the term of six years, of one hun schs. Agricola. Gordon, do. ; Hudson, Clark, their support, and are ready to fulfil their gents generally throughout the State.
Jan. 18, 1839.
a mission would be agreeable' to her Majes dred and ten thousand dollars, for the estab do. ; Phaeton, Moor, do- ; 10th, Mayflower, Em contract in every particular.—All persons are
ty’s Government, and whether it would, in lishment of District School Libraries.
ery, do. ; lllh,sch. Marcia, Smith, do. ; 12th, therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
Manufactory.
their opinion, be the means of hastening or
schs. Echo, Jordan, do. ; Hero, Rolf, do. ; sloop said Paupers on our account, or on account of
the
town
of
Kennebunk-port,
as
we
will
not
fiicilitaiing the final adjustment of the contro
Henry,
GiIpatrick
,
do.
Three Pickpockets were arrested at the
versy, That it would always be agreeable to Providence rail-road depot, in Boston, on the
Ar. at Boston, 10th, barque General Scott, pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
her Majesty’s Government to receive any per
(new) Mitchell, of and from this portsch. Eliz or nature whatever.—We deetrr it proper to
give notice that we have contracted with
son enjoying the confidence of the President, 10th inst. Two others escaped. Considera abeth, Wormwood, hence.
Cid. at Nevy Orleans, 27th ült. barque Lau Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
and sent hither to treat of matters affecting ble sums of money and the implements used
the interests of both countries, the undersign by burglars and other thieves were found rens, Merrill, Liverpool ; brig Vernon, Pqrkins, services to the poor for the vear above nam
Bordeaux ; 3d, ship Marcia-Cleaves, Mur ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
ed is persuaded that the Government of the upon them.
phy, Liverpool.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
United States cannot possibly doubt; but her
Towed to sea, from New-Orleans, prior to 28th
Kennebunk port, May 16,1839.
Majesty’s Government do not see that in the
(f/^The net proceeds of the Fair for the ult. ship ZotofT.
C. W. KIMBALL
present state of the negotiation such a mission
> OT ICE.
Ar. at xNew-York, 8th, brig Ganza, Morrill, ~
OULD inform the inhabitants of Kerf
could be likely to hasten or to facilitate the benefit of the Mariner’s House, Bòston, held St. Josephs, 14.
r|lHE Schooner GRAPE will
nebtmk and vicinity, that he has ta
adjustment of the controversy. It was the wish at Faneuil Hall a few days since, amounted
Cid. at New-Orleans, 1st, ship Robert Morris,
sa|l fi'otn Perkins’ wharf,
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
of the British Government in 1831, when the to $4,711 21.
Perkins, Havre ; sch. Nile,. Bell, Richmond.
/JU W\k. in Kennebunk-port, and from the Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
award of the King of the Netherlands was
Towed to sea, previous to 30lh, barque Laurens.
T. in Boston, as a regular Pack occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
given, that any further negotiation which
Ar.
at
Baltimore,
9th,
sch.
Norway,
GillpatThe Legislature of New-York closed its
et
between
Kennebunk-port and Boston, up in good order for the above named busi
rick,
Fort
Royal,
Mart.
20th
ult.
might be necessary upon this subject should session last week. 390 acts were passed
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
be carried on in London. But the Govern
At Matanzas, 3d May, barque Bohemia, Na
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind GONS, of any style, built to order and War
ment of the United States expressed a strong during the session.
son, from New York, dis’g.
For Freight or ranted:
—also—
Ar. at Havana, 24th ult. barque Diantha, and weather permitting.
desire that the seat of negotiation should be
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward, Chaise Sepairiag <& Painting^
(Cju’A fire occurred in “ Guinea Woods,” Williams, New York.
in Washington, and the British Government
done at short notice and on the most reasona
Ar at Liverpool, 17th ult. ship Riga, Smith, Kennebunk-port, or al the T. in Boston.
in Biddeford, on Sunday last, which des
acquiesced in that arrangement.
D. & S. WARD.
ble terms.
—also—
Now, the question at present to be consid troyed about 150 cords of cut wood and New Orleans. .
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
Cid. at Mobile, 30th ult. ship Pactolus, Har
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy doWn to*
ered is, whether any advantages would arise some valuable standing timber. It is not ding,
Liverpool.
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
from transferring the negotiation to London.
At Havana, 27th ult. barque Diantha, Wil
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be’
Undoubtedly if the state of the negotiation known how the fire originated.
liams, for Cowes, soon.
rpHE subscriber being cotnpel- purchased in this State. Various kinds ef
were such that the two Governments were at
SPOKEN.
JL
led,
in
consequence
of
ill
Maria Bucknell, aged 10 years, of Hiram,
LUMBER taken in part payment.
liberty to arrive at a final and immediate set
April 23, lat. 41 40, Ion. 48. 18, brig Horace,
health, to relinquish his present
March 28, 1838.
tlement of the controversy, by a conventional Me. was so badly burned on the morning of White, New-Orleans for Glasgow.
business, offers for sale his estab
division of the territory in dispute, her Maj the 4th inst. that she survived only a few
ForaiUo’e & Feather Ware
lishment, known as the
esty’s Government would be of opinion that hours. Her cotton dress took fire while she
NOTICE.'
« MOUS AM HOUSE,”
house.
advantage might arise from the mission pro
LL persons indebted to the subscriber situated in the town of Kennebunk. For a
was carrying coals to the School House,—she
ildreth & ayres would inform
posed to be sent to this country by the Gov
are hereby requested to make pay- j public house the situation is one of the most
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and
ernment of the United States. But Maine hav was completely enveloped in flames in a few
ment without delay.—Those who neglect;
..............in the
* State of Maine,
■ j being about
vicinity that they have taken the store in?
ing refused to agree to a Conventional line, moments, and before assistance reached her it will put him to the unpleasant necessity of eligible
Portland .to Portsmouth, Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy
and another reference to arbitration being in was so much injured as to render her recov- leaving their accounts with an Attorney for half way from T
and in the centre of the village,■, where such Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man
the present state of the matter out of the ques
collection.
a house has long been desired. The build ufactory, where they will keep a good assort
tion, the only course left open for the two ery hopeless.
CHRISTOPHER LITTLEFIELD.
ings are all new, having been completed less ment of Furniture and Feathers, consisting
Governments, with a view to arrive at a so
O^The “ Eastern Baptist,” which has
Wells, May 10, 1839.
than a year since. The house is of three sto of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common»
lution of the controversy, is to cause a fresh been published at Brunswick for three years
ries, is finished in the best style and in every fancy, cane seat and mahogany ehairs.survey of the territory to be made, tor the and a half, has been united with “ Zion’s
respect is unusually convenient.
Those
SEA WEED,
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
purpose of endeavoring to trace upon the Advocate,” published at Portland.
The
FEW Loads of SEA WEED will be who want to purchase are invited to call and
ground itself the line of the treaty of 1783; united paper will hereafter be published by
LACK SAND, for sale by
taken in
7e© for tltemselv®sjoNATHAN
t„.._„
... payment
___ _____ -for ,papersjf
.
/- - hauled
arid the undersigned is sending to Mr* Fox, Mr. Wilson, of the Advocate, under the ti
D. REMICH..
J. K. REM1CH. j
for the consideration of the President, a tle of“ Zion’s Advocate and Eastern Bap soon.
Kennebunk,
March
27,
1839»
Kennebunk,
April
19,
1839.
Kennebunk,
May
10,
1839.
tist*
”
draught of a convention for the purpose of
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BRANDRETH’S PILLS, npfii;
A

N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
univbrsal estimation ,
certain state of the mind accompanied
................
- celebrated
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine —
X
wh,ch
,be
“'Crated LIFE
LIFE PILLS
PILL!
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
and
PHENIX
BITTERS are held, is satis,
proved by the experience of thousands to
apprehended
upon
the
slightest
grounds,
and
THE WAR.
be, when properly persevered with, a certain factorily demonstrated Jby the increasing de
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient "cure in every form of the Only One Disease., mand for them in every State and Section
The annexed happy hit at the unending
medical writers supposed this disease to be all having the same origin, and invariably arise of the Union, and by the voluntary tes
Florida war is from a “ down east” paper :
confined to those particular regions of the ab from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease timonials to their remarkable efficacy which
Ever since the creation,
domen, technically called hypochondria, namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula are every where offered. It is not less from
By the best calculation,
which are situated on the right or left side of tion of the BLOOD.
a deeply gratifying confidence that they are
Th® Florida war has been raging,
In a period of little more than three years in the means of extensive and inestimable good
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
And ’tis our expectation
the Unued Stales,they have restored1« a,„s am]cle„ ,e,|ow creatu
That the last conflagration
chondriasis.
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than
considerations, that the’
Will find us the same contest waging !
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
And yet ’tis not an endless war,
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or incurable by physicians of the first rank
and
successful
>«..»
.
...
„
. —
As facts will plainly show,
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas standing, and in many cases when every other ,
!nes4.,s
9* keeping them conHaving been“ ended” forty times
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal remedy had beenresorted to in vain.
i
stantly
before
the
public
eye.
The
sale
of
j
. .....
In twenty months or so.
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it:; every additional box and bottle is a guaran*
the attention upon any subject of importance be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or• tee that some person will be relieved from a
Sam Jones, Sam Jones, thou great unwhipped,
Thou mak’st a world ofbother,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu greater or less degree of suffering, and he
Indeed, we quite suspect thou art
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be tional or from some immediate cause, whether• improved in general health ; for in no case
One Davy Jones’frother.
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel it be from internal or external injury, it will be1 of suffering from disease can they betaken
by persevering in the use of these Pills.• in vain. The proprietor has never known
“ The war is ended,” comes the news,
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a cured
This great principle of “PURGING” in
We’ve caught them in our gin ;
total
derangement
of
the
nervous
system.
—
. sickness is beginning to be appreciated.
It is1 nor been informed of an instance in which
The war is ended, past a doubt,
In the most
The mental feelings and peculiar train of found much more convenient to take an occa-' j they have failed to do good.
“ Sam Jones has just come in I” *
ideas that haunt the imagination and over sional dose of Haifa dozen Pills, and be always! I obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
But hark ! next day the tune we change,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, ; chronit^dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism
And sing a counter strain ;
versity. The wisest and best of men are as blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos“ The war’s not ended,” for behold,
Sam Jones is out again I
if you are not killed, you will be sure to havei j tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
open to this affliction as the weakest.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of months of miserable weakness, and the only one swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
And ever and anon we hear,
Look at the all other chronic affections of the organs and
treatment are to remove indigestion and who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Proclaimed in cheering tones,
difference between the appearance of those two• membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
strengthen
the
body,
and
to
enliven
the
spir

Our General’s had—a battle r—no,
—one has been treated by your regular and permanency which few persons would
its, which..may be promoted by exercise, ear persons
“ A talk” with Samuel Jones I
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con is, see how the shadow of death throws his' theoretically believe, but to which thousands
For aught we see, while ocean rolls,
versation. The bowels (ifcostive) being care solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,' have testified from happy experience. In
(As though these crafty Seminóles
Were doubly nerved and sinewed.)
fully regulated by the occasional use of a see how he tremble« in every limb ; It is eyes' colds and coughs, which, if neglected su
Nor art nor torce can e’er avail,
mild aperient.
We know nothing better sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
But like some modern premium tale,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet. just hear how lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general,
The war’s “ to be continued.”
He these medicines, if taken but for three or
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
tain in their operation. The bowels being says, “most inveterate case of Liver com four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme so promote the insensible perspiration, and
Hooks, Stationery, &c.
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i e. so relieve the system of febrile action and
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti dies
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
REMICH is this day opening his
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and better say —So to save life you must half poison feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
• Spring supply of
without dispute have proved a great blessing with that comforter of the teeth and gums— delightful sense of convalescence in the
to the numerous public.
MERCURY—and positively tnake a man mis morning; and though the usual symptoms
School Hooks, Stationery,
Some physicians have recommended a erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is of a cold should partially return during the
Paper Hangings, Hlank
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
free use of mercury but it should not be re called curing. Shocking folly !
Books, Writing & Let
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the next hourof bed-time will almost invariably
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
ter Paper,
<&c.
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver effect permanent relief, without further aid.
gravate the symptoms.
His assortment of School Books & Sta
rpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
tionery is very ext? nsive,—as large as can be
JL
nied that whilst many medicines conscious strength, his countenance is clear violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
found in any Bookstore in the State :
which are recommended to the public, have the
feeling of new life and animation ; he has
not even the negative merit of harmlessness, been confined a few days to his bed, but he us retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
A good assortment of Books calculated
there are others which it would be great in ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and of the most alarming kind, will awake with
for Sabbath School Libraries
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in soon, rose without any injury being sustained the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
Writing and Letter paper, from the best
volve, untried, in a common condemnation. by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
manufactories in the country :
In the same way, visceral
And when a medicine comes endorsed with a weak state he will Ibe stronger, after he has sily subdued,.
Paper Hangings,—from 17 cts. to 75 cts.
per foil ;—Borders—Cloth and common ;—
all the great names that have adorned the entirely recovered the attack : because his turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce
J®. # S.
Fire Board Patterns.
annals of the medical profession, and war blood and fluids have become purified, and hav ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
EEP constantly for sale, at their Store ranted by the seal and signature of long and ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the —the former to small and the latter to lan-e
(Ij^Country Merchants, Teachers, &c.
in Kennebunk port, wholesale or re- uniform success, its proprietor makes no un solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borno doses of the Lift Pills ; and so also hyster*
supplied with Books, Stationery, and Fancy
down by useless particles, but has renewed his ¡cal affections, hypocondriacism, restlessreasonable demand upon the public confi life and body both.
Articles, in quantities, at Boston wholesale tail, the following articles :—
ness, and very many other varieties of th«
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
prices.—Orders solicited.
Flour ; Corn ; Rye and Corn Meal ;
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
sideration .
Oil ; Lard ; Bacon ; Pork ; Fish ;
Kennebunk, May 3, 1839.
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and cacy of the Phenix Billers. ’Full directions
Coffee ; Tea ; Salt ; Raisins ;
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors for the use of these medicines, and showing
Molasses ; Sugar ; Candles ;
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au which cause disease—they impede the func their distinctive applicability to different
Salaeratus ; Starch ; Ginger; Tobacco ;
H. GOULD hasjusi received a fresh
thority in existence condemns it, every medi tions of the liver when they settle upon that complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Glass ; Nails; Soap ; Lime ;
• supply of New and Seasonable Goods, Clover and Herds Grass Seed.
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it organ, and which, when they settle upon the be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or. upon the Broadway, where numerous certificates of
which he will sell on reasonable terms for
Together with many other articles, all of freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
cash or short credit.
Among them are the
and that the latter should do so in opposition duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos their unparalleled success are always open to
which
they
will
sell
at
fair
prices.
following :—Bl’k., Blue, Brown, Roman pur
to their personal interests, must be attributed tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the Mood ves inspection.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
ple, Steel-mix’d and Claret col’d Br’d Cloths;
For additional particulars of the abovq
either to their candor and love of truth, or to sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Bl’k. Lavender; Drab, dark and light mix’d
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and medicines, see Moffat’s ‘ Goiftd Samaritan,’ a
Cassirneres ; Sattinets of various colors;
copy of which accompanies ihe medicines;
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
all who behold them.
Vesting; French, English and American
Yes, purging these humors from the body is a copy can also be obtained of the different
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Prints ; Printed Lawn ; Bl’k. Alapine ; Bl’k.
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Agents who have the medicines for sale.
Merino ; Bl’k. Gro de Soie and Synshaw
French, German, and Spanish directions
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
AS
just
received
a
general
assortment
Silk ; Mull Check’d Cambric ; Mull Swiss
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it ran be obtained on application at the office,
of ENGLISH. FRENCH^ AMER
Muslin ; do. Check’d ; do. Strip’d ; Bl’k.
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” is extending itself ; far and wide it is becoming 367 Broadway.
ICAN GOODS, among which are,
known, and more and more appreciated.
Silk Lace ; White nett do. ; Thread and Cot
and
wishes nobody to believe that he sells
ff/”All post paid letters will receive im
Broadcloths, Cassirneres, Satinets, andI
The cure by purging may more depend up
ton Edgings ; Quilling ; 'White and Col’d
the
“
Elixir
of
Life,
”
but
he
does
say.
and
he
—ALSO —
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity mediate attention.
Florence Silks ; Garniture, Cap anti T»ffeta Vestings.
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
may be generally imagined.
Whatever
Ribbons| Bishop’s Lawn ; Lace and Cam
French, English and American PRINTS ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous than
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
bric Insertings ; Cashmere and Edinboro* Cambricks, Sheetings and Shirtings of vari-'
it tends to putrefaction : therefore the necessity libeial deduction made to those who pur
Shawls ; Fancy H’dk’fs.; Linen Cambric do.; ous prices and qualities, together with a gen- I disease® of all kiiuh ; in weakness of the di of
chase to sell again.
constant exercise is seen.
gestive' organs, ift incipient Consumptions,
Children’s .Cambric do. with borders ; Velvet eral assortment of FANCY and PIECE i
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
Wl’en constant exercise cannot be used
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
Trimmings ; Kid Gloves ; Col’d and White GOODS.
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of FROM ANY CALSE. the occasional use of
Cambrics ; Bl’k. and White Silk Gloves ; IThe Life Medicines may also be had of
—ALSO—
purgatives ; in palsy, iheumatism, (more es Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
talian and Canton Sewing Silk ; Spool
IVest-India floods and
pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth I bus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain the principal druggists in every town
Thread ; Silk Velvet; White and Color’d
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev ot life, are kept free from those impurities throughout the United Stales and the Cana
Worsted ; White and Col’d Knitting Cot
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease which would prevent its steady current minis das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills ami Phe
ton ; Cotton Hose ; Gingham Cravats ; Foun
which is brought on by intemperance ; in tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
dation Muslin ; Cotton Fringe; Pound and
from becoming mixed with it.
It is na John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of
the
wretched horrors of mind and body wdiich vented
Crockery
and
&lass
Ware.
ture which is thus assisted through the means each boule of bitters or box of pills,
Paper Pins ; Bonnet Wire ; Berlin Gloves ;
accrue
from
occasional
inebriety
;
loss
of
ap,
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
In his assortment is comprised almost
Suspenders ; Factory Warp; Brown and
k
Brandreth’s Offices in New York rï o THÉ“ AFFLICTED^ DR. lUCÎTBleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings ; Brown every article called for in a Village Store, petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the areD24
1 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st.™d 276 A
head,
limbs
or
side,
in
corrupt,
sallow,
and
i
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
and Col’d Drillings ; Buffalo Cloth ; Cotton all of which he will dispose of on reasonable
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad Bowery, ¿eiioeen Prince and Houston sts.
Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
Buckskin ; Glasgow Jean ; Rouen Cassimere ; terms.
state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jatmdice, Bilious
Striped Shirting ; Canvass Padding ; ChopKennebunk, April 13, 1839.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
or Liver Complaints,
Dizziness or Head
pas ; Spittlefield and Pongee H’dk’fs. ; Russia
given
with
his
medicines,
HE
DOES
SAY,
Boston,
19
Hanover
Street.
ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking,
Diaper ; Crash ; Bedtick ; Wicking ; Coat
NEW GOODS.
Albany,
Corner
of
Green
and
Hudson
Sts.
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, inraininess, Nervous Debility, . Costiveness,
and Vest Buttons ; Furniture Patch ; a large ^HE subscriber
I zltslurg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
E
has just received and iiis terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Piles, and all general derangements of
assortment of thin Summer Sniffs ; Silver *■
Cincinnati,
119
Main
street
now
opening a good assortment o.
of ¡FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
Thimbles ; German Silver do. ; Shears ; Scis English, American and French fashionable
Louisville,
Ky.
99
Fourth
street.
stomach and bowels, which have been just
sors ; Knitting Pins ; German Silver Pencils ; Prints; nice White, Col »red and Check Cami are sold with them, will effect immediate re
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
ly “styled the storehouse of disease.”—
Stationary, &c. &c. &c.
JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
bric ; Brown and Irish Linen; Black Ala a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
1 hese Bitters have proved a certain and
—also—
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
pine ; Black Silk Vesting ; Italian Sewing; a doubt by daily testimonies which would
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
Sugar ; Tea ; Coffee ; Chocolate ; Prepared Silk ; Cotton and Silk Fancy Handkerchiefs ;
;
be
given
on
oath
;
and
for
this
much
Dr.
W.
Cocoa ; Tobacco ; Soap ; Fine Salt ; Molas Blk. White, Colored and Picnic Silk Gloves.
\ETHozo to be secure from Counterfeit Pills ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
ses ; East Boston Loaf Sugar ; Sal-Soda ; Also, Brown and Bleached Shirting and, EVANS can conscientiously request confi purporting to be brandreth's Pills.
cessary 10 publish a long list of puffing re
dence.
Starch ; Gro. Spices ; Salaeratus ; Ginger ; Sheeting ; Brown, Black and Blue Drilling ;
Never purchase without being positively sure commendations upon which the merits of
;
Other
and
more
conclusive
demonstrations
Camphor , Cayenne Pepper; Sal-Nitre ; Indi Cotton Warp ; Yarn ; Cassitnere ; Satinett;
that the person selling has an "Engraved cer many advertised medicines debend
! of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile tificate of Agency, and [Epobserve it has been
go ; Linseed Oil ; Paints of all kinds ; Lamp
(^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
Glasgow Jean and other articles of Cloth Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are renewed
; no Certificate being any guarantee
They are put in Flat Boules, with the
Oil ; Stove Polish ; Fishing Lines ; Mackerel
ing suitable to the season. A good assort submitted by the following important and ex alter 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
following words blown in the glass “ S. O.
Lines ; Clothes Lines ; Bedcords ; Manure
ment of Groceries ; Steel and Iron Shovels ;
Forks; Steel and Iron Hoes; Cast-Steel Steel Forks ; also, Hard Ware; Crockery ; traordinary cures effected by their highly holder are genuine.
Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied with a label which covers the cork, and be
Shovels ; Iron do. ; Paint Brushes ; Augers, Herds Grass ; Red top and Clover Seed* A medicinal qualities—all of which may be
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
&c. &c. &c.
prime selection of Ladies’ Fashionable Ties 7, Division street. One or two of these he Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my suie that a fac simile of my signature is up
—ALSO—
,
on the label, so that the cork cannot be
and Slippers ; Misses’ Slippers and Children’s herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina- Principal New England Office,
A good assortment of Hard Ware and Shoes
•
diawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
;
Gentlemen
’
s
Calf
Shoes
of
a
good
ing
public.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
Crockery.
ile of my signature upon the outer en
quality, all of which will be sold at the lowest
Dr. W. EV ANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
—also—
.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY’ velope, without which none are genuine.
prices for cash or approved credit.
thanks
of
one
who
has
been
a
great
sufferer
tor
sev

Gentlemen’s Light Summer Boots ; Ladies’
The great success of this medicine has in
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
eral years, for the great benefil she has received from
PORTER HALL.
common and French Kid Slippers ; Hats ;
duced a number of unprincipled persons to
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
S.
H.
Gould
;
Kennebunk,
April
19,
1839.
Paper Hangings.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Saco and Biddeford,’ McIntire & Beck, imitate it in various ways.— Remember hi«
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi and Seleucus Adams ;
Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
NOTICE.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
pretence whatever.
Lyman, William Huntress;
FWIHE subscriber having contracted with her ; but since using your Camomile 'Ionic PiHS; j)er
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
Writing Fluids, &c.
Alfred,
B.
F.
Chadbourne
;
the town of Lyman, to support the complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
TEPHENS’ dark blue Writing Fluid ;
Sanford, EliotTibbets ; Caleb S. Emery.' Agent for the New England States. Pre
paupers of said town for one year, hereby out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now eniov
“
“
Light “
“
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
J pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
gives notice that he has made suitable provis life comfortably again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N Y
Richardson’s Labaratory. Sold Wholesale
Terry’s common Black Writing Ink ;
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
ion for their support, and hereby forbids ail
Newark, July IS, 183G—Deai Sir-For 4 years 1
and Retbl at his office No. 15, Hanover
“
Japan
“
“
«;
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
persons harboring or trusting said paupers on have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
street, Boston, and by most Druggists
Stephens’ bright red Writing Fluid ;
North Berwick, Sheldon Hdbbs ;
his account or on account of the town of Ly my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
throughout the New England States. Mer
Felt’s black Writing Fluid, (American ;)
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
man, as he will pay no bills of their contract ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
chants in the country can receive them
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
Preston’s “
“
Ink (
“
•)
Wells,
Ogunquit,
Barak
Maxwell,
John
H.
ing
JOHN MURPHY.
continual pain and dizziness in my head; ] useddiffersafely packed in boxes, by forwarding an
Dunbar’s red “
“
(
“
•)
Lyman, March 27,1839.
enlkindsof medicine without effect, until 1 commenced Spear ;
order, and the usual discount will be allow
Black and red Ink powder—English and
Y
z
ork
—
Cape
Neddick,
George
M.
taking your iuvaluableCamomile and Aperient PillsFree- ed on the sale. Price 75 cents per bottle.
American ;
their beneficial effectsupon meastonish all who knew man ;
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are
Gold and Silver Fluid.
my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
Y’ork, Alexander Dennett;
"WjTOULD respectfully inform the inhabi- to
50 cts. per paper.
express my gratitude to you in person. In the
For sale, by the dozen or single bottle, by 7 ”
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
tants of Kennebunk and vicinity, mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
Sold, also, by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, fc
D. REMICH.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Jbat he has taken a shop in Littlefield’s
n .v
.
B- 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
S. Jordan, Kennebunk ;Seth Hatch, John H.
Kennebunk, May 4, 1839.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
building, near the Factory, where he intends
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
He therefore need only add that his
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
to keep a good assortment of custom made
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
NOTICE.
Boots and Shoes, consisting of Leather, and CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT 1. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
S it has for several years been the prac Morocco Boots, and Kid Shoes and Slippers. PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water«
Also,
Gaiter
Boots.
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Bern. F.
tice for men, women and children to
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,’ J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Kennebunk, April 19, 1839.
cross the lot near the Academy—treading
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
Cornish, John McLellan ;
New York, and of his authorised agents in
down the grass, grain, or whatever may be in
Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover,
town and country.
Limington, James McArthur;
Win. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H.
their way—breaking down the fences and
OBF.
Waterborough, James Leavelt;
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
otherwise injuring the subscriber’s property,
Wheeler.
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
streets,
Portland,
Agent
fbr
State
of
Maine,
~notwithstanding he has repeatedly request
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
Buxton, T. Bolles;
where
persons
may
apply
for
sub-Agencies.
ed them to desist from such a course. He
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
Shapleigb, M. Goodwin ;
NOTICE.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
therefore takes this method to forbid all per which he will sell at a small profit for the
Acton, Wm. Evans;
npHE subscriber having contracted with
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N
sons from crossing his premises under any same pay, or approved credit.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
pretence whatever, as he is determined to
JAMES HUBBARD.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
241 Broadway, N. Y.
Joseph
Griffin,
Brunswick
;
Palmer
&
Wash

prosecute any person so offending.—When
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
May, 1839.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
burn, Gardiner ; IL G. Lincoln, Hallowell •
lair words and gentle means will not protect
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
our property, we must resort, however reluc
ARDEN SEEDS, put up at the Boston town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
tantly, to more coercive measures
QCHOOL BOOKS.—All kind, which are of
Seed Store, for sale by
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
„
JAMES K. REMICH.
used in common schools for sale by
ii tk«
i.„ ...:n
... cfor
. *.
.
Tr
»_ ,
S. H. GOULD.
the tA.«»
town, as he
will ___
pay no .bill
their
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Kennebunk, May 4, J839.
*
Kennebunk-port. April 26. J839.
Tr
,
,
S. H. GOULD.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
April 20,1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 26,1839.,
'1
KeBn®hnnk. May 1. 1839.
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GARDEN’SEEDS.

REMICH has received, from the Agri§ $9 cultural Warehouses of Messrs. Ellis
& BossoN, and Messrs. J. Breck & Co. Boston, a
very large assortment of GARDEN SEEDS,
embracing almost every variety usually enquired for
in ibis vicinity. Among which are :—
Artichoke, Green Globe.
Beans.— Half-Moon (early ;)
Early Marrow ; Horticultural.
Beet.—Long Blood ; French Sugar ;
Early blood.turnip rooted ; Mangel VVurtzel.
Broccoli.—Early Purple.
Cauliflower.—Early.
Celery. —White Solid ; Rose Colored.
Cabbage.—Early York ; Large late Drumhead ;
Green Globe Savoy ; Large Cape Savoy ;
Yellow Savoy ; Late Sugarloaf;
Red Dutch, for pickling ;
Turnip rooted, (above and below ground )
Carrot.—Early Horn ; Large Orange ;
Altringham (for field culture.)
Cucumber—Early Cluster; EarlyJgrame ;
Long Green Prickley ; Long Green Turkey;
Gherkin, small for pickles.
Cress.—Curled, or Peppergrass.
Egg-Plant.—Purple, and White. .
Indian Corn —Early Jefferson, (earliest.)—Tus
carora ; Sweet;-- Broom Corn.
Lettuce.—Early Curled Silecia ; Royal Cape;
Imperial Head ; Tennisball, or Rose.
Melon.—Large Round ; Long Carolina, (Water ;)
Green Citron ; Pine apple, Large Canteleupe,
(Musk )
Nasturtium.
Onion—White Portugal ; Silver-Skin or yellow ;
Large Red.
Pepper.—Squash, or Tomato Shaped.
Pumpkin.—Mammoth.
Parsnip.—Large Dutch.
Parsley —Double Curled,
Peas --Earliest Dwarf; Early Washington ;
Dwarf Scynietar ; Blue Imperial.
Rhubarb.
Radish.—Yellow Turnip rooted ;
Early Scarlet Short top.
Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster.
Squash.—Early Long Waited ; Early bush ;
Canada Crook Neck ; Valparaiso ;
Autumnal Marrow, (fine new variety.)
Tomato’or Love apple.
Turnip.—Early White Dutch; White Flat;
Yellow Stone ; Early Garden Stone ;
Yellow Maltese ; Ruta Baga.
Sweet and Pot Herb Seeds.—Thyme; Sweet
Marjorum ; Sage ; Summer Savory ; Sweet Ba
sil ; Balm ; Saffron ; Caraway.
FLOWER SEEDS, a great variety.
(Lr’Fruit and ornamental trees, roots, &c. supplied
at Boston prices.
O"A liberal discount made to those who purchase
to sell again.
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varieties
put up by the Shaker Society, at Alfred.
Kennebunk, April 12, 1839,
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